TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR AN ANNUAL FUND

NAME OF ANNUAL FUND

Michel Prévost Award of Excellence

INTRODUCTION

This fund was generously created by Mr. Michel Prévost.

PURPOSE OF FUND

To award a prize for the best works done in a history course given in French by the Department of History and that use the material, community or regional history approach for any given period or geographic area. Works can be of any form (essay, visual elements for a presentation, research poster, etc.).

AWARD DETAILS

Eligibility Criteria

The applicant must:

1. be a Canadian citizen, a permanent resident, a person with the protected/refugee status or an international student;
2. be registered in an undergraduate program at the University of Ottawa; and
3. have submitted work in a history course given in French by the Department of History (essay, visual elements for a presentation, research poster, etc.) that uses the material, community or regional history approach for any given period or geographic area.

Value of the award: $1,000

Number of awards: Two

Frequency of the award: Annual

Level or program of study: Undergraduate

APPLICATION PROCEDURE

No application is required, the award is allocated automatically.